Custom Mobile Tables
In addition to our boardroom and collaboration tables, we offer a large variety of mobile tables for smaller arrangements or training labs.
Available in multiple sizes and shapes, mobile tables can be specified with small equipment cutouts at no additional charge. Standard leg
options differ depending on table style. All models are available in any of our 23 stock wood veneer finishes, laminate, or can be custom color
or wood matched.

Modular Nesting Tables with Folding Tops
Retail Pricing starts at $2,450

NML 30x60 Natural Recon Laminate
These flip-top, Nesting Modular tables include an AC with USB power port in the
surface.
Reference MFI #99792™

NML 30x60 Natural Recon Laminate
Reference MFI #99792™

Training Tables

Metal C or T-Legs are Standard
Retail Pricing starts at $3,750

MTC 30x70 Natural Maple
This Training table includes a solid wood eased edge and a keyboard pullout shelf. The
metal C-Legs include a wire guard, casters, and matching modesty panels.
Reference MFI #75113™

MTC 30x48 White Laminate
This Training table includes a laminate surface with self edge and optional 3” gallery rail.
The metal C-Legs include a matching modesty panel and casters.
Reference MFI #49492™

Mobile Side Tables

Retail Pricing starts at $2,950

MST 30x72 Custom Cherry
This Mobile Side table includes wooden straight legs
with a matching modesty panel and casters. A solid wood
edge adds durability.
Reference MFI #64381™
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MST 30x48 Custom Quartered Walnut
Multiple Mobile tables make up this ensemble, all
ready to sit beside a mixing board console. The top edge
is a custom solid wood profile made to match existing
millwork in the room. A half modesty panel creates
privacy and joins the wood C-Legs.
Reference MFI #51472™
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Sectional Tables
Call for Pricing

MTC-WF 30x93PUB
MTC-WF 30x93
Santa Rosa Plum Tree & White Laminate
Staged to sit one behind the other, these Sectional tables
provided additional seating in the room while also being
a space saving solution. The metal T-Base legs included
casters.
Reference MFI #60492™

